The formulas of beta-ray angular distributions for the allowed transition are derived in Elementary Particle Treatment of nuclei by taking into account the Coulomb interaction between the beta-particle and the residual nucleus, and also by requiring the gauge invariance. It is shown that the present formulas are closely related with the conventional ones.
1. Nuclear current matrix element
In the conventional theory of weak interaction, the beta decay matrix element m the absence of Coulomb interaction can be written as•J. sJ. sJ, *J (2. 1)
with (2·2)
The matrix element of nuclear current for the allowed Gamow-Teller transition can be expressed as (2. 3a) and with q =Pi-P 1 ( = Pe + P.), and Q =Pi+ P 1 , where Af is a mean mass of initial and final nuclei. The nuclear form factors F,4 , F"'f' F p, F r are functions of the squared momentum-transfer q 2 =q 2 -W 0 2 (li\7 0 is a maximum energy of the beta-ray) and generally consist of two parts: (2. 4) where the superscripts 1, 2 denote the first-and second-class current contributions.
The nuclear form factors in the impulse approximation are given in the Appendix. The vector ~' is a polarization vector of rank one composed of the spinors which describe the initial and final nuclear angular momenta. 5 J In low energy beta decay problem we can express the polarization ~2 as
In what follows we shall neglect the fourth component ~ •.
Inclusion of Coulomb interaction
for A= 4. (2·5)
When we switch on the Coulomb interaction, the beta-ray wave function u (p,) The beta-ray momentum (P,)" which appears in Eq. (2. 3) should be replaced as In the next section, we shall derive the formulas of the beta-ray angular distribution for which we retain the terms with FA and its interferences of the other form factors. § 3. Beta-ray angular distributions By adopting the method in the previous section, we derive the formulas of beta-ray angular distribution from polarized nuclei and the electron neutrino angular correlation from unpolarized nuclei. To obtain the formulas similar to the conventional ones, we expand the charged lepton wave function as
following the notation of Ref. 20) . For the allowed transition it 1s sufficient to keep the terms with /C = ± 1, ± 2. By keeping the terms F/ and the interference terms of F" we obtain the following formulas.
:3. l.
Beta-ray angular distribution j]·om polarized nuclei
Tht' angular distribution of bera-rny ts gwen as
for (3+ with
where E. and p, are the energy of beta-ray and neutrino respectively, and F 0 ( ± Z, E.) is the Fermi function. aM, are the population of magnetic substate of initial nucleus. {) is the angle between quantization axis and the direction of emitted beta-ray. The particle parameters bif> can be given as*l
(3 ·7) For It is noticed that these lepton wave functions are evaluated at x=O instead of nuclear surface.
It is noticed that we have obtained the formulas of beta-ray angular distributions vvhich are closely related with those of the conventional impulse approximation/3), 14 ) that is, we have obtained the one-to-one correspondence between EPT and the microscopic treatment of nucleus. Therefore, the formulas of the other angular distributions such as /3-r and {3-a angular correlation in EPT can be directly obtained if we use the particle parameters of Eqs. (-6p,E.) ]. § 4. Discussion and remarks
+2FAFA' (p/+P/-2p,E./3) ],
In the previous section we have derived the formulas of beta-ray angular distribution in EPT by taking into account the Coulomb interaction. These formulas closely resemble the conventional ones, even though we adopted the nuclear current matrix elements deceptively quite different from the other approaches.sJ,IaJ
The momentum-transfer dependence of FA has been also taken into account approximately. This dependence may be non-negligible when we are to investigate the beta-ray angular distribution more in detail to extract information of the fundamental interaction from the beta-decay. In the impulse approximation the above effects were taken into account by Morita et al.,w whose relation to the present results is easily found in the Appendix.
As mentioned in § 2, it must be kept in mind that the gauge invariance requirement plays an important role in the derivation of the formulas. If we had neglected the gauge in variance, we should have obtained an extra term Vc (0) F p in the form F / 2 > + Vc (0) F P (!), where Vc (0) is the absolute value of the Coulomb potential evaluated at the center of nucleus. This term might not be non-negligible for the second-class current problem. The present result agrees with that of Morita."n Finally it is noticed that the extra Coulomb correction term required by Calaprice22J in the electron-neutrino angular correlation could not be found in the present formulas.
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